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Dear Members and Friends
I trust you are all remaining well despite this long period of enforced isolation. The success of the COVID-19
vaccination programme and the impending easing of government restrictions have raised our spirits. I hope
that our affiliate societies will also be soon in a position to plan a return to in-person meetings. I am sure we
would all benefit from the return to the spontaneity of human contact that virtual meetings cannot replace.
The prospects of the BSHM Congress taking place in-person in September have improved and we in
Sheffield are eagerly waiting to welcome our members and guests. The Diamond Building in the University
of Sheffield where the Congress will take place is relatively new and boasts excellent state-of-the-art
conference facilities. The accommodation is spacious, an example being the main lecture theatre that seats
400. Reasonably priced hotel accommodation will be available, some within walking distance of the
Congress venue. The themes of the Congress are topical and relevant and we are pleased to have attracted
several excellent keynote speakers. We believe that we have all the ingredients for a successful Congress,
maintaining the traditions of a stimulating, friendly and enjoyable event. The Congress is now open for
registration and submission of abstracts. The deadline for submission of abstracts is the 31st May. Members
are reminded that abstract submissions on general topics in the history of medicine in addition to the
Congress themes will be welcome. It is planned that accepted abstracts will be published on the BSHM
website after the Congress. The Congress booklet including the outline programme and keynote speakers
was recently circulated and is also available on the BSHM website and in this Newsletter. Please ensure that
you read the Congress booklet and also the information about the Congress on the BSHM website prior to
registering and submitting an abstract.
The impending launch of the inaugural issue of a new journal Topics in the History of Medicine marks an
exciting venture for the BSHM. Further details are provided elsewhere in this Newsletter. The journal,
which we hope will provide a valuable service for our members in addition to being a worthwhile addition to
the academic literature, will be available online through the BSHM website free of charge. The Editor-inChief and the Editorial Board aim to produce a respected annual publication that will contain high-quality
peer reviewed papers. A huge amount of groundwork has already taken place led on behalf of the officers by
Edward Wawrzynczak, the BSHM Journal Editor, who together with the Editor-in-Chief Christopher
Gardner-Thorpe, and the Editorial Board have formulated guidelines for this initiative. I take this
opportunity of thanking all for their hard work and dedication.
Chris Derrett has recently stepped down from the role of Webmaster. The
outstanding success of the BSHM website in recent years has been down to
Chris’ efforts. He has introduced a range of initiatives such as blogs, book
reviews, the Events Calendar and COVID-19 links. In addition to his skilled
technical input, Chris has provided support and encouragement to the
contributors. Chris’ contribution has allowed the BSHM to flourish and on
behalf of the officers, the Officers and Representatives Committee and the
membership, I wish to record our thanks.
It is with regret that I inform members of the recent death of Peter Homan
who was BSHM President from 2013 to 2015. Peter was always helpful and
friendly. He will be greatly missed.
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BSHM website: past, present and future
The BSHM website has grown considerably over

The website acted as the main portal to the BSHM

the last five years by expanding both the volume

Congresses in Edinburgh 2017 and Bristol 2019 and

of its content and the range of its resources. As

is fulfilling a similar role for the Sheffield Congress

well as essential information about your Society

in September 2021. We anticipate that submitted

and details of how to contact its various Officers,

abstracts that are accepted for presentation at this

Secretaries and Editors the site has become an

Congress will be made available on the website after

important way for the Officers to communicate

the meeting. Members can already access

news, events and information concerning the

presentations from recent BSHM events, including

BSHM and the History of Medicine generally to

the last three of our biennial Poynter Lectures, and

our Members.

from meetings held jointly with other societies.

During this time, we have all benefitted from the

Key resources on the site include blogs covering a

technical know-how, leadership and dedication

broad range of subjects and book reviews on diverse

of Chris Derrett who, in addition to carrying out

topics – each steadily approaching the 100-mark –

his crucial presidential duties, also served as our

which have been contributed by BSHM members. A

Webmaster and single-handedly put in place the

calendar of events includes notifications of relevant

foundations of what has become today’s vibrant

meetings including those hosted by societies,

site. Moreover, behind the scenes, he has

museums and archives affiliated with the BSHM.

schooled and guided several willing volunteers in

The site also has links to a variety of web and video

the wily ways of the web. We are grateful that

resources, current and back issues of our

Chris continues to offer us his valuable support.

Newsletter, and items relating to the Society’s
history.

2016

2020

Members can expect that the website will continue to evolve over time. We hope that those who are already
familiar with it will discover new items of interest. For those coming to the site for the first time, we
encourage you to explore. Anyone with comments or suggestions relating to blogs, book reviews or the
website in general should feel free to make contact.
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Topics in the History of Medicine
We are pleased to give advance warning of a new
BSHM initiative – the launch of an online only, peer
reviewed, open access journal called Topics in the
History of Medicine. The spark for this idea came from
plans made to collate a set of papers resulting from
oral presentations based on one of the thematic
sessions – Medicine at Sea – at the Bristol Congress.
In bringing the concept to fruition, the Officers have
been greatly assisted by Guest Editor Hilary Morris in
collaboration with a steering committee comprising
Sean Hughes, David Wright and Christopher
Gardner-Thorpe who has kindly agreed to take on the
role of Editor-in-Chief. The inaugural issue is
scheduled to be published on the BSHM website in
April when more detailed information will become

Edward Wawrzynczak (Interim
Webmaster)
Website: https://bshm.org.uk
Blogs: blogeditor@bshm.org.uk
Book reviews: bookreviews@bshm.org.uk
Webmaster: webmaster@bshm.org.uk

available.

Thank you Chris Derrett
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BSHM Congress 2021
15 – 18 September 2021
The History of Medicine in the Workplace
The British Society for the History of Medicine
Biennial Congress
Wednesday 15th - Saturday 18th September 2021
Diamond Building University of Sheffield
Key themes will be the History of Medicine in the Workplace, Pandemics, Nursing and Innovation
in Medical Engineering.
Abstract submissions on these themes and General Topics will be welcome.

The closing date for receipt of abstracts is the 31st May 2021.
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Affiliated societies and individuals can advertise their
meetings on our future events page and may
contribute to the newsletter by contacting the
President or Hon. Secretary with their suggestions;
secretary@bshm.org.uk

The BSHM and Book Review Editor are
grateful to all the book reviewers for their
efforts.

Dr Laura Robson-Mainwaring
Modern Health Records Specialist at The National Archives;

Bill Dibb

and Social Media Editor, BSHM

BSHM Book Review Editor

Welcome to BSHM Blog Editor Lee Coppack
Lee Coppack is the
facilitator of the history
fellows at the Society of
Apothecaries. She is a
journalist by background
who specialises in risk,
insurance and natural
catastrophe issues. In
2018, Lee completed an
MA in the history of
medicine at Birkbeck,
University of London.

Lee Coppack
Her current research interests are the role of dissenters in development of empiricism in medicine, especially
in the late 18th century, and in medical and scientific networks of that period. Starting in spring 2020, Lee has
helped develop seminars for the history fellows with guest speakers and fellows' discussion sessions using
Zoom. In her role with the history fellows and as blog editor for the BSHM, she hopes to broaden our
perspectives.
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Prizes and Bursaries

JBT

The John Blair Trust
BSHM Congress Prizes and Travel Grants
The Trust supports cash prizes for the best oral and poster presentations
by undergraduate students at the BSHM Congress in Sheffield 15th to
18th September 2021. For registration details and links to the Congress
please click here.
The Trust also offers a limited number of small travel grants to enable
undergraduate students to participate in the Congress.

2

The Hunterian Society Prize
The Hunterian Society Prize offers the opportunity to present at a meeting of the Hunterian Society and add
to one's Curriculum Vitae.
AWARD
• The Prize is awarded annually for the best essay that connects contemporary
medical or veterinary practice and knowledge to 18th and 19th century
medicine/comparative anatomy/evolutionary biology in Britain, with particular
relevance to the work and legacy of John Hunter.
• The successful applicant will receive £500 and free Fellowship of the Hunterian
Society for five years.
• All shortlisted applicants will be awarded free Fellowship of the Hunterian Society
for one year.
Note:
• The essay should be an original work of up to 2000 words, excluding references and illustrations.
• Closing date for submission is 31st August 2021.
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History of Medicine Society
The Norah Schuster prize in honour of the first female president of the Association of Clinical Pathologists
(1950).
Open to pre-clinical, clinical medical and dental students.

Norah Schuster Prize Winners for 2021
For 2021, the Norah Schuster prize winners will present alongside the Presidential Address for 2019-20,
(postponed because of COVID-19), by Professor Stephen Challacombe. The event will be presented by
Professor Tilli Tansey.
Chris Mitchell is a graduate medical student King’s College London, with a
particular interest in studying health inequalities and writes ‘I would like to
pursue a career in which I can help improve community health whilst
promoting social and environmental sustainability’. His winning essay
‘Working in a Comfort Formerly Unknown': Interwar Bermondsey's
Pioneering Foot Clinic and its Utopian Ambitions' examined the establishment
of the first municipal foot clinic in Britain by the Bermondsey Public Health
Department in 1930. He expanded his analysis to consider the current historical
understanding of public health between the wars and concludes that the study
‘should offer inspiration to us in our present context, in which we too are
challenged by stark health inequalities’.
"'Rethinking the Peacock Club' is the title of Eleanor Pace’s work, the
‘Peacock Club’ being a group of surgeons, cardiologists and scientists who
between 1948 and 1956, at Guy’s Hospital in London, guided by surgeon Russell
Brock, dedicated themselves to the surgical treatment of congenital heart
disease. Eleanor is also a graduate medical student at King’s College London
with a long standing interest in history, indeed she once considered a career in
archaeology. She studied primary source materials including the minutes of
the Peacock Club meetings (as transcribed in Tom Treasure’s book: ‘The Heart
club: A History of London’s Pioneering Heart Surgeons’), journal articles and
obituaries of several members of the club. She concludes that the Peacock Club
was not exclusive, and that other clubs and societies ‘showed that alternative
approaches were both possible and even potentially advantageous under the
same contemporary circumstances’.
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Elizabeth Faulkner is also a final year graduate medical student at King’s
College London. She plans to pursue a career in surgery, with particular
interests in the field of plastic and reconstructive surgery. These interests
informed the subject of her winning essay 'Harold Gillies and the 'plastic
bug': Specialisation, plastic surgery and interwar Britain' which examines
aspects of the career and influence of Gillies, often regarded as the ‘father of
plastic surgery’. Doing the research she considered ‘it was a privilege to
spend time in the archives at BAPRAS [British Association of Plastic,
Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons] and the Wellcome Collection.
Leafing through reams of original sources immerses you in a pocket of
time, in a culture with different norms and values to your own’. She
concludes that despite Gillies own professional success and distinction ’… the
institutional landscape restricted the dissemination of medical advance, as
rigid advertising censorship and a lack of certified medical specialist
training and professional bodies, all acted as barriers to building formal
legitimacy’.

The final winner was Laith Evans, who is studying medicine at the
University of East Anglia, for his essay entitled 'How has the promotion of
safer sex amongst men who have sex with men evolved since the 1990s in
the United Kingdom?' in which he charted the ways in which safer sex
campaigns, specifically aimed at men who have sex with men (MSM),
changed in the United Kingdom since the 1990s. He has analysed both the
subtle and overt changes in design, message and target audiences of safer sex
campaigns aimed at MSM in relation to HIV/AIDS over the past 30 years,
and the impact and influence of digital and social media.

Additionally, two essays were Highly Commended by the Examiners (Professor Stephen Challacombe, Dr
Anjna Harrar and Professor Tilli Tansey): Ecem Mimoglu from Imperial College London for her essay on
'Exploring the origins of the Anti-Vaccination Movement as portrayed in Death as a Skeletal Figure by E.L.
Sambourne'; and Emma Mary Bowden from the University of Aberdeen
for her study of 'The masculinisation of hysteria: gender disparities in mental
health history, c. 1860 - c. 1910'.

Professor Tilli Tansey, OBE
President, History of Medicine
Society, Royal Society of Medicine
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The Rose Prize
The Worshipful Society of Apothecaries

The Rose Prize is awarded biennially by the

details when recorded are the seed corn for more

Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of London and

wide-ranging academic reviews. It is important that

the Royal College of General Practitioners for

they are saved if only, hopefully, to stop mistakes

original work in the history of General Practice.

being repeated.

It commemorates two practitioners both important

Stories are the basis of medical history. The

in the history of primary health care. Firstly William

discipline is not only a tale of great names, great

Rose, an Apothecary of London whose court case in

institutions or medical breakthroughs. It is how

1701-4 established the legal foundation of General

someone who is ill, or thinks they are ill, is reassured,

Practice in England and then Fraser Rose, a co-

treated or referred for further investigation. It is the

founder of the Royal College of General Practitioners

story of a patient’s personal journey through illness

in 1952.

as seen through the perspective of primary care.
What might you take as a subject for the Rose Prize?
The choice needs imagination, thought and probably
advice. It could for example be the story of a
concept, a practitioner, a practice, a treatment, an
epidemic in a town, or a cottage hospital. Currently it
could be the story of how a practice has dealt with
the COVID-19 crisis.
Not only does a submission look good on a CV but
working it up is fun, skills are learnt and anyone can
The Rose Bowl

The winner is presented at a formal ceremony,
hopefully in person this year at Apothecaries Hall,
with an embossed certificate, a silver rose bowl to be

become an expert in their chosen field without the
need for laboratories and staff. Do have a go.
Research in medical history opens up a new way of
looking at the whole of medicine.

kept for two years, and £200.
Submissions may be in the form of an academic
paper, but the criteria have now been widened to
include posters, multimedia and other innovative
presentations. We have had entrants from junior
students, retired professors and all grades of scholar
in between, some medically qualified and some not –
all are welcome.

Dr John Ford
Adjudicator of the Rose
Prize

Why would I want to enter a competition that
celebrates the careers of two long-dead physicians?

For further information contact:

Professional historians chart the different models of

Maria Ferran

health care imposed by politicians, but they know
little of the nuts and bolts of general practice. These

Faculty Manager, Faculty of the History and Philosophy of Medicine
and Pharmacy (FacHP@apothecaries.org)
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BSHM on the Frontline; One Year On!
A great deal has happened since the first wave of

However, as the conflict casualties cleared and

COVID-19 and the article published in the BSHM

typhoid patients filled the hospital, it became

in June 2020 entitled ‘Lessons from an epidemic

apparent that the procedures in place for

for a pandemic’.

trauma would not be appropriate, and that
McCaul’s general nursing skills would be key
to achieving greater recovery rates.
Like McCaul, in 2020 the nurses who were
mobilised to help in the care of critically ill
patients with COVID-19 had to rapidly adjust
their working practices. In the first wave of the
pandemic clinical nurse specialists, theatre
nurses, operating department practitioners
and medical staff were working in ICU, and
applying their relevant airway management

BSHM Newsletter front cover June 2020
However the experiences of nurses caring for
individual's suffering from COVID-19 in UK
intensive care units (ICU) appear to be
remarkably similar to the accounts of Ethel
McCaul (1867-1931) and her care of patients
during the typhoid epidemic in Natal, South
Africa. McCaul, a nurse, who was an advocate for
improvements in military medical practice was
posted to South Africa with the surgeon Sir
Frederick Treves (1853-1923) during the British
Forces attempt to relieve the besieged town of

skills. It was soon apparent though that the
pace at which the staff were expected to
assimilate into a new and rapidly changing
environment was unsustainable and three
months of hard and emotional work quickly
took its toll. In particular a number of nurses
requested not to return to ICU once the first
wave was over, which paralleled McCaul’s
experience, who found that no matter how
hard they worked, there were insufficient
numbers to cope with the influx of patients.
(Hallet and Brooks. 2015)

Ladysmith, McCaul may have expected to be
going to something akin to a trauma surgery
posting.

Ethel McCaul
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In the second wave staffing of the COVID-19

These few notes may go some way to answering

pandemic became an even greater concern and

the question of why some staff asked not to

was far worse with regards to patient numbers,

return to the ICU. It is for the next few years to

reducing nurse to patient ratios from 1:1 to 1:4.

uncover the true depth of psychological injury

This wave also bred a new experience which had

that individuals have endured as we emerge from

not been encountered by McCaul, who understood

an event that was both unpredictable and

that once her duty was completed, she could

momentous. In the end though we all need to

return home to some sense of normality. England

show patience and have empathy to both staff

was there, providing comfort. In contrast, in the

and patients, as none of us will come out of this

current pandemic healthcare staff across the globe

experience unscathed.

have not had the luxury of placing any physical
distance between themselves and the disaster

In memory of my friend and colleague Matthew

imposed by COVID-19. Lockdowns have separated

Blackmore. (1993 - 2020). Nurse, Royal

loved ones and brought an end to activities that

Alexandra Hospital, Brighton.

had once distracted and sustained them.
By the middle of the second wave though, there
has been some positive developments on the ward,
as numbers of staff were bolstered, by medical

2

students and paediatric nurses. The enthusiasm
and willingness shown by these medical students
and nurses meant that care could be given to the
standard that was expected. Indeed I would go as
far as imploring anyone who encounters students
of any healthcare profession to foster their
enthusiasm, which really has been lifesaving.
Comparisons dwindle in regard to vaccination in
McCaul’s experience with typhoid and the modern
nurse’s with COVID-19. The first typhoid
vaccination was developed by Richard Pfeiffer
(1858-1945) and Wilhelm Kolle (1868-1935) from
Germany in 1896, and also by Almroth Wright
(1861-1947) from the UK in 1897, but they had real
difficulty in both manufacture and distribution of

Eleanor Morris
Friends of Millbank
(Intensive Care Nurse) Cardiovascular Research
Nurse

the vaccines. In contrast in 2021 from the 8
December 2020 to the 26 March 2021, the NHS
has administered 29 million doses of a COVID-19
vaccination in a monumental manufacturing and
public health initiative that will pave the way for a
safer future.

References;

Dr John Ward (Poynter lecture 2020)

Hallett, Christine E., and Jane Brooks. One Hundred Years of Wartime Nursing Practices, 1854-1953. Manchester University Press, 2015.
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Medical history and lockdowns and vaccination
Future dental historians will wonder about what

When it became apprarent that the first of the

history was being researched and recorded during

vaccines were to be approved our general practice

the British Covid-19 lockdown; or indeed if any such

along with others contacted its golden-oldie patients

activities were undertaken. What would we want

to check if they wanted an injection. Having said yes

them to know? How will we tell them. Reading

please I was put on a list. But was told it would be

contemporary newspapers will suggest to them that

some time before anything happened. I was sitting

in our time there was mass hysteria, with doctors

at home at 5.30pm on a Sunday evening when the

and dentists following the rest of the population and

phone rang. Do I want to be vaccinated? I explained

hibernating, not to be seen until it was all over.

that I had already said yes. The caller said well come
now!

Of course we all know that this was not the actuality.
Perusal of our Newsletter or medical and dental

We hurriedly put on our

journals, as well as emails etc from learned societies,

coats and drove to our GP

will demonstrate clearly that historians of medicine

practice. Admittedly I

were very active, albeit in a different way than

thought it was a hoax. Once

previously. We could tell them that a multitude of

there we were ushered in,

lectures were cancelled. Of course, without the

details check, injected and

benefit of hindsight, many of us perhaps thought it

waited for 15 minutes to

was the end of such activities and society after

ensure no allergic response.

society would fail. But that was not to be. Very soon

We were home by 6.25pm.

the technical people amongst us turned to
electronics, and zoom and other means of taking
lectures into the home were produced. Of course
they are not as good as going to a lecture because,
apart from anything else, the social mixing is lost;
the place where we can share and develop ideas. On
the other hand, people who previously couldn’t get
to lectures, because of infirmity or distance,
suddenly found they could ‘attend’ many such
lectures and other events. Electronics also offer
means to access some resources. However they don’t
allow visits to archives and libraries, the life blood of

2

GPs in our part of London work as a consortium for
vaccination purposes. They all share a single site for
this purpose, a large tent-like structure behind our
practice. They are going through the practices one
by one. That was not to be our day. However, having
got 1,000 doses delivered, 20 people did not turn up.
Rather than waste them they turned to our GP’s list
for people who could get there quickly. My message
to those future historians is God Bless the NHS. It
saved me and countless other medical and dental
historians to continue writing.

medical research. Looking ahead, many of us see, if
not the end in sight, perhaps a vast improvement.
Many medical historians are in the age and medical
groups where they cannot currently leave their

Stanley Gelbier

homes. So what can we expect? Well certainly

Professor and Head of the Unit

vaccines offer us all hope.

for the History of Dentistry,
KCL

Along with most other people I watched news about

Member Lindsay Society for

vaccine developments and held my breath. Selfishly,

the History of Dentistry

would I get the injections soon?
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Distracted during Lockdown
Methinks I did recently chance upon a most ingenious

The singing and voice acting, however, are

distraktion from the perills of the pestilence currently

excellent. This isn’t a game to give to your eight-

afflickting us. Astrologaster is a computer game

year-old in the hope they’ll learn some medical

(Nyamyam games, PC, Mac) in which you adopt

history – the humour is bawdy, and the number

the role of Elizabethan physician and astrologer

of Forman’s encounters with female patients

Simon Forman. Unusually for physicians of the

which result in ‘coitus post consultatio’ would

time, the real Forman kept detailed case notes

give the GMC apoplexy. Humoral medicine

which have been digitised by the Casebooks

(which at this time incorporated astrology)

Project, who acted as consultants for the game,

features largely, though a knowledge of it is

and the consultations that unfold as you play are

unlikely to help much and gameplay involves

based upon these real-life records. Thirteen

common sense and guesswork rather than

patients each attend a number of times and your

strategy. But this is primarily an immersive

task, guided by Forman’s astrological readings, is

comedy and the intention is that you sit back and

to diagnose and/or advise them as their

enjoy, because it’s very funny – Blackadder

narratives unfold and intertwine. The ultimate

meets Upstart Crow with a touch of Carry-On.

goal is to obtain sufficient letters of

The dialogue is witty, the voice acting spot on,

recommendation from satisfied patients to

and the lyrics to the beautifully-sung madrigals

persuade the University of Cambridge to grant

that precede each consultation with cutting

Forman a medical licence.

descriptions of the patient are hilarious. Great
fun for a tenner.

Graphics are nicely drawn but purely illustrative
and anyone expecting the cinematic realism of a

Martin Edwards

modern shoot-em-up game will be disappointed.

Retired GP
Examiner DHMSA
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The Saints Cosmas and Damian
Harvey White

I first became aware of these medical Saints, alleged to have been twin brothers, as a student. My ignorance
about them was greeted with surprise by Geoffrey Keynes (1887-1982) when I asked him why he signed
letters to a surgical colleague as ‘Damian’. The answer, I guessed, and he confirmed was simple. He adopted
the pseudonym of one of the canonized brothers when writing to a particular colleague as a form of selfaggrandisement which would amuse and be understood by the other.
I undertook some basic research and discovered that the two historical figures were from Cyrrhus in Syria.
They were said not to accept payment for medical care but probably funded themselves by the sale of a
therapeutic potion containing honey known as Opopira Magna. Their most notable surgical triumph was the
transplantation of the leg from a black Ethiopian donor to a white recipient.
Their lives ended in 287CE when they were martyred for their Faith under Diocletian (244- 311CE) by being
nailed on a cross, stoned and finally dispatched by arrows. Churches commemorating the brothers sprang
up in Jerusalem, Egypt and Mesopotamia. Relics then appeared in a number of churches, the most
significant of which was a skull in Madrid. There is now a feast day on September 26th in the Orthodox
calendar to celebrate their lives.

Having committed this to my memory bank, I
was in Thessaloniki some years later viewing the
treasures from Mount Athos. I was surprised to
find that the figures of the Saints were depicted
in the stained-glass of the East window of the
local church. Furthermore, I discovered that
there are churches commemorating the Saints in
no less than 20 different countries.
There the matter rested until about 10 years ago
when serendipity won! I was bicycling around
local churches in Wiltshire raising money for the
Historic Churches Trust. I went to sign the
register in the village church at Sherrington in
the Wylye Valley and discovered that it was
dedicated to the Saints Cosmas and Damian!
In all of my encounters with these Saints, I

Cosmas and Damian miraculously transplant the black leg of the

remembered the bon mots of Pasteur that ‘chance

Ethiopian onto the white body of the patient.: "Beinwunder der

favours the prepared mind’.

digital:baden-württemberg". bawue.museum-digital.de.
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There are six churches in England
commemorating the Saints. Why, I wondered,
and moreover why Sherrington? It transpires
that a local family named Giffard, with
connections in Warminster came over with
William the Conqueror and were given extensive
lands, mainly in Buckinghamshire. One member
of the family became the first Earl of
Buckingham. After the first Crusade in 1095 CE,
Crusaders would have been familiar with the
Saints and their medical association. At least one
family member of the Giffard family died abroad
on a Crusade; Alexander in Mansura in 1250CE.
Just north of Sherrington church are the remains
of the motte and bailey belonging to their castle.

2

It is likely that priests would have been employed
to pray for the soul of the departed Crusader in
the family chapel. Records show that a priest was
engaged at Sherrington from 1130CE. just after

Harvey White

the first Crusade. A chaplain was appointed in

Past President Osler Club of London &

1249CE and presumably he became the

Hunterian Society

incumbent when the church was subsequently

Member History of Medicine Society

completed 1252CE and was formally dedicated to

(RSM)

the Saints in 1341CE.
Perhaps similar family associations can be
discovered with the other churches in England to
explain their dedications to the Saints Cosmas
and Damian.

The 'supporters' on the Royal Society of
Medicine Coat of Arms are, on the right St
Damian holding a surgeon's scalpel and on the
left St Cosmas with an apothecary's jar.

Dr John Ward (Poynter lecture 2020)
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Diagnostic Greed
Dr Maurice Papworth taught candidates taking the examinations for Membership of The Royal College of
Physicians and his perceived intrusion annoyed the powers that be (or were). One enduring piece of advice
was that in the making of a diagnosis the practitioner should not be greedy. Is this relevant to medical
history?
Some diagnoses are based upon rigid laboratory criteria (anaemia, diabetes and others) where there is a
defined cut-off point. Other situations known to all clinicians require understanding the probability that any
value falls within the so-called normal range; by definition, five per cent of normals will fall outside the
confidence limits.
When a laboratory result is not available (or helpful) the intuitive process pieces together symptoms and
signs in order to arrive at a reasonable diagnosis. The certainty of such diagnoses is variable and therein lies
the art of medicine and the practitioner's ability to live with uncertainty and to explain to his patient why
that is so. Clinical medicine is about doing the best for the patient in front of the practitioner and, when that
can not be provided for economic or other reasons, explanation of what medicine can achieve and what the
practitioner can achieve – the two are not always the same.
COVID-19 is a good example of the changing nature of disease and of new diagnostic techniques, and the sin
of diagnostic greed needs to be avoided. Clinicians assess probabilities every day, using their (hopefully
increasing) knowledge in the light of the prior probability theory of Reverend Thomas Bayes – 'I have seen
this combination of features before'.
What has this to do with medical history? Quite a lot really because if we wait for every detail of a historical
setting to become manifest then we may not always make much progress. We have to make assumptions in
our speaking and writing and to define clearly when these have a factual basis and when they are speculative,
a situation so well sorted out in the medicolegal sphere. When analysing medical history we also need to
exercise this judgement carefully.
Christopher Gardner-Thorpe
Consultant Neurologist
Lecturer and Examiner in History, Society of Apothecaries, London

“overwhelming evidence is not
essential for correct diagnosis, and the
absence of some expected symptom or
sign often does not invalidate an
otherwise reasonable diagnosis.”
Dr Maurice Papworth on "diagnostic
greed"
Dr John Ward (Poynter lecture 2020)
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Bicentenary of the Death of John Keats
23 February 2021 was the bicentenary of the

He did not practice however and resigned from

death of John Keats, arguably one of England’s

the medical profession to pursue a career in

greatest Romantic poets. Keats lived a short life

poetry. That year he also published what many

and yet in this brief period qualified as a doctor

consider the perfect sonnet ‘On looking into

and produced some of the finest poetry written

Chapman’s Homer’.

in the English language. Keats was born in
London on 31 October 1795 and sadly was to lose

In 1817 he published his first poetry collection

both his parents before finishing school.

which was not really well received by the public.
In 1818 he met the love of his life Fanny Brawne

He started his medical

(1800-1865). In 1818/1819 he wrote his great

training aged 14 years

poems; Ode to Psyche, Ode to a Nightingale, Ode to

as apprentice to Mr

Melancholy and lived in Wentworth Place,

Thomas Hammond

Hampstead, now Keats House. Keats was a great

(1766-1817) a local

letter writer, and later T S Eliot (1888- 1965) was

Apothecary and

to state that Keats' letters were the most

Surgeon. In 1814

important of any English poet. Sadly however

following a quarrel

Keats health continued to deteriorate. He

with Hammond, Keats

travelled to Italy on 12 September 1820 on the

left to undergo

advice of his doctors’ for a warmer climate and

training as a doctor at

lived in a villa by the Piazza di Spagna in Rome,

Guy’s and St Thomas’s

Portrait of Keats by Joseph

Hospitals in London.

Severn

He wrote his first poem at this time aged 18 years,
Imitation of Spenser. At St Thomas’s, Keats was
taught by the legendary Astley Cooper (1768-

now the Keats-Shelley Memorial House. John
Keats died from consumption, attended by his
friend the artist Joseph Severn (1793-1879) in his
home in Rome on 23 February 1821 aged only 25
years.

1841), a brilliant surgeon who also lectured in
anatomy. Later he was appointed a dresser to Mr
William Lucas Junior, who was by all accounts a
mediocre surgeon, but Keats found time to attend
operations by Astley Cooper who in contrast was
a brilliant operator. His experiences provided
him with material for the works ‘Endymion’ and
‘Hyperion’. 1n 1805 William Wordsworth (1770-

Dr Arpan K Banerjee

1850) had published his 4th edition of Lyrical

Retired Consultant Radiologist and Past Chair

Ballads which Keats read with interest and

and current trustee British Society for the

admiration.

History of Radiology

On 5 May 1816 O Solitude became Keats' first

Reference:

published poem when it appeared in The

Banerjee A K. John Keats: his medical student years at the

Examiner. That summer he sat his exams and

United Hospitals of Guy's and St Thomas' 1815-1816 Journal

passed becoming a qualified apothecary.
19

of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1989;82(10):620-621.
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Children’s dentistry in London’s dental schools
Historical research is difficult enough at the best
of times. However the various stages of
lockdown have made it far worse. Oh to have
libraries and archives open; and safe transport
systems to get there. Of course online resources
have helped – not available to earlier researchers.
But they are few and far between. This is where
friendly librarians come into the picture. They
know and can help to access resources not
previously heard of.
Even without lockdown, of course much research
can come to a dead end long before an actual
academic paper is possible. Sometimes it is just

The cartoon is not from a London school. It is from a 1922 book by
Harrison Wader Ferguson DDS A child’s book of the teeth.
Unusually written for children rather than dentists. This features a
cartoon of tooth-enamel being chipped away by nasty germs.

not possible to access relevant resources. In
other cases all the resources are exhausted, there
is an interesting story to be shared, but there is
not enough to make a full paper. Perhaps that is
one role for the BSHM Newsletter. At least
putting down the basis for a topic means that
other researchers may later pick up the story and
develop it to fruition.
One such topic I have been studying is the
development of children's dentistry across
London’s dental hospital and schools. Three
papers have been submitted, taking one school at
a time. I have recently been looking at University
College Dental Hospital and its predecessors.
The story which has unfolded is very interesting
but quite sparse. It may not deserve a full paper.
However it would be a shame not to find a
corner to record what has been discovered.
Another case in point is King’s College Hospital
and its college.

2
Even most dentists don't know that King’s
appointed the first UK professor of dental
surgery, in 1860, long before the 1923 opening of
its dental school.
KCL was founded in 1829 as a college for the
general education of ‘youth’. Within two years a
medical department was instituted to teach
sciences, especially anatomy and physiology: Dr
Mayo was the professor, with Robert Bentley
Todd (of ‘hot toddy’ fame) responsible for
physiology and pathology. In 1840 a former
workhouse near Lincoln’s Inn Fields was taken
over to train students, soon developing into a
major hospital - there were sometimes two
patients per bed. The head of each of the four
departments became a professor, including
Samuel Cartright Junior. It took many years
before the dental school was founded, let alone
the teaching of children’s dentistry.
Stanley Gelbier
Professor and Head of the Unit for the History of
Dentistry, KCL
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JSamuel Cartright Junior

Member Lindsay Society for the History of

The UK's first professor of dental surgery

Dentistry
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Many of us wish to travel this summer. A recent

but his concerns have re-emerged and raise the

article in the Guardian summarises what has

possibility that perhaps all passengers should be

been hot topic recently 'can we – should we –

screened and thus support an expanded role for

book a holiday for 2021? And will we be able to

the field of Travel Medicine.

get our money back if it does not work out?'.
Global manufacturers only delivered 54 aircraft in
The current UK aviation status is depleted but

February 2021 - the lowest February statistic since

gaining traction in light of the easing of

2010. Nevertheless, orders are starting to roll back

restrictions, which is giving a shimmer of hope.

in and the industry remains focussed on making a

The industry had came close to a sudden stop in

full recovery to pre-covid times, with a heavy

2020, as it was realized that aeroplanes and

focus from the aerospace supply chain on new

airports serve as major routes for the spread of

technologies and manufacturing processes that

COVID-19. The circumstances of the UK’s first

satisfy the world’s demand for climate-friendly

few cases are eerily redolent of a 1939 warning

solutions - meaning we shall likely see an

issued by Dr John Robert Draper, who had been

acceleration in the adoption of non-traditional

the Medical Inspector of Aliens (essentially Port

aerospace practices such as electrification and

Health Officer) at Croydon Airport, which was

digitalisation. This fits in with the current

then Britain’s busiest gateway via air, and

campaign to improve health by tackling climate

celebrated its hundred- year anniversary in

change, and , since many people now hope for a

social isolation in 2020. My dear friend the late

resumption of air travel, health is a priority and

Peter Skinner, senior archivist at Croydon with

therefore the digitization of testing and vaccine

encyclopaedic knowledge of the history of

data has a leading role to play.

aircraft and flight, told me that he had never
heard of the medical officer at the airport, and
newly discovered architect plans of the airport
reveal a small medical room, possibly reflecting
the importance given port health at the time.
Draper argued for costly infection control
measures stating 'the prevention of an epidemic

Anjna Harrar

would be well worth the price'. His concerns

Honorary Secretary BSHM,

were swept aside in the House of Commons
and he disappeared into the dustbins of history,

Lifetime Member and
researcher at Historic
Croydon Airport Trust

References;
1. Harrar, Anjna (26 October 2020). "Air travel, public safety and price: a distant mirror from Croydon Airport, 1939". Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine.
113 (12): 487–490. doi:10.1177/0141076820967926. ISSN 0141-0768.
2. Gilchrist, Heather (29 March 2021) "Continuing Pandemic Impact Sees Lowest February Aircraft Deliveries For A Decade". ADS Group.
3. "Travel advice: coronavirus (COVID-19)". GOV.UK. 26 March 2021. Archived from the original on 2 April 2021. Retrieved 2 April 2021.
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Messages from Affiliate Societies

ISHM Centenary Congress Riga (Latvia) August 23-27th 2021
The postponed 47th ISHM Congress of the ISHM will take place in a hybrid format. This
means that you have the right to choose whether to join in person or participate remotely.
The organisers ask that those who have not yet registered as a participant do so by June 1st
on the home page of the Congress.
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The Old Operating Theatre Museum and Herb Garret
Hidden in the roof of St Thomas' Church
in London Bridge, a 320-year-old garret
houses the oldest surviving operating
theatre in Europe, dating from 1822.
Complete with wooden operating table
and observation stands, the medical
students would have witnessed surgery
performed on the female patients of Old
St Thomas’ Hospital without anaesthesia or
antiseptics. The oak beamed garret itself
was once used for the storage and curing of
medicinal herbs used by the apothecaries

The operating theatre built into the garret in 1822
witnessed surgery before anaesthetic and antiseptic

at the hospital.
Like everybody else, we were stopped in
our tracks in March 2020 when we were
forced to close due to the coronavirus
pandemic. But we are now looking
forward to our reopening, currently
planned for Friday 21st May 2021, subject
to Government Guidelines. We invite
you to step back in time, explore our
space, and reflect on how we as humans
have historically handled, and more
The oak beamed garret dating from 1703 that was used to dry
and cure herbs for St Thomas’ Hospital

The original operating theatre space is

importantly, overcome, different health
crises in the past.

complemented by a collection comprising

Sarah Corn

of objects and archives totalling over 2,300

Director

items. Even though it is a small collection,
it provides a broad overview of the types
of medicines, treatments, and surgery used
and performed in the old St Thomas'
Hospital and the female operating theatre.

23

Keep in touch and support the
Museum.
To visit our website
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Scottish Society of the History of Medicine
Teaching Anatomy from Classical to Modern Times
The Scottish Society of the History of Medicine

The symposium was

ran a very successful online symposium over two

recorded and this will

days on Friday 12th & Friday 26th March 2021.

be available online to

This was organised with support from Aesculap

delegates.

Academy, the BSHM, the Apothecaries and the
RSM History of Medicine Society and the
organisers would like to thank each of these
organisations for their input.

The organisers intend to commemorate the
conference by making the papers presented
available to a wider audience in expanded form.

Teaching Anatomy from Classical to Modern Times

It is hoped that a monograph illustrating the

attracted 93 delegates from 16 different countries.

whole subject of anatomy education, past,

In addition to the 14 invited speakers, 10 free

present and future could generate renewed

papers were presented and a further 10

interest in the history of anatomy teaching.

presentations were available to delegates online.
The organisers would welcome any comments or
The topics covered ranged from the anatomical

feedback from delegates who attended.

art of Leonardo where Peter Abrahams
demonstrated the genius of his art and Vesalius

Iain MacIntyre

with Vivien Nutton presenting newly discovered

Andreas Demetriades

material from De Humani Corporis Fabrica and
both speakers giving us new insights into their

Joint organisers
iainmacintyre@blueyonder.co.uk

respective subjects. Sam Alberti outlined the role
that museums have played in explaining
anatomy to both professionals and public.
Many of the presentations demonstrated the use
of art in anatomical teaching and how this
developed over the centuries. With an eye to the
future David Sinclair showed how anatomical
teaching can be delivered online and Sara
Sulaiman explored the possibility of using
ultrasound to teach anatomy.

Among those chairing sessions were some familiar faces, all who wish to thank the speakers
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The British Society for the History of Pharmacy are hosting free
monthly online talks in April, May and June. Everyone welcome.
Registration is via Eventbrite.

Monday 26 April 2021 18:30
BST
‘From Apollo to the ISS: the
history of space pharmacy’ Dr
Christiane Staiger

Monday 24 May 2021 18:30
BST
’The contribution of the Cairo
Genizah to the study of
medieval Arabic medicine’
Professor Efraim Lev

Monday 21 June 2021 18:30 BST
'How Empire turned pharmacy into
patients: Big Pharma’s Early Modern
roots’ Dr Zachary Dorner

Colonel (retd) Jagdish
6.30pm 9 April 2021

Our aim is to celebrate the heritage and
achievements of military medicine, with an eye on
relevance for the future.
See our website
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The Faculty of the History and Philosophy of Medicine and Pharmacy

What a busy month March was for The Faculty of
the History and Philosophy of Medicine and
Pharmacy! The Faculty had three superb talks on
‘Women & Bioethics in the 21st Century’ in
celebration of International Women’s Day.
On the 10th March, we had a double bill of speakers
for the Gideon de Laune lectures, Mike Jay talking
on “History of Peyote” and Professor Marta
Korbonits talking on “The History of Gigantism,
from Legends to Genes” .
The inaugural Faculty Festival 2021 has opened for
registration. This two-day festival will have

2

prominent internationally renowned authors giving
talks, in-conversations on institutional histories, a
masterclass on creative writing and more.
Click here for past event and. here to listen to our
past lectures on Soundcloud.

Maria Ferran,
Faculty Manager & Webmaster

Dr John Ward (Poynter lecture 2020)
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Mike Collins
President

Mike Davidson
Vice President

Edward Wawrzynczak
Hon. Treasurer

Anjna Harrar
Hon. Secretary

Stay Safe

The British Society for the History of Medicine (BSHM) and its officers are
not responsible for the views and opinions expressed by contributors to this
Newsletter
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